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The packaging science major has been on three winning RIT student teams in the past four years at the annual Paperboard Packaging Design Challenge. In 2018, she was part of the Packing Heat team that ...

Student designer represents RIT on three packaging competition winning teams in four years
The Pine Island Glacier is Antarctica's fastest melting ice sheet and according to researchers ... away), satellites provide the most convenient way to study its evolution. A recent study found ...

Pictures from space! Our image of the day
How forensic autopsies are not only used to determine a cause of death, but also to support medical research and development ...

Autopsies: The dead serving the living
But Rudoren also noted the increasing number of Jews married to non-Jews — 42% overall, according to the latest Pew Research study ... to public schools on Long Island, where I grew up, I ...

Your turn: Readers share (strong) feelings about Christmas, Hanukkah and the so-called ‘holiday season’
But two decades later, as the world grapples with a pandemic caused by a type of virus that circulates in bats, the world’s first Nipah outbreak is still viewed as a case study in zoonotic ...

How the hunt for this deadly virus shaped the search for coronavirus’s origins
Known as glacial rock flour, the silt is crushed to nano-particles by the weight of the retreating ice sheet, which deposits roughly one billion tonnes of it on the world’s largest island per year ...

Climate-friendly farming: Greenland’s melting glaciers offer an answer
Fossil fuel burning by the world’s richest nations and their citizens’ consumption habits cause half the global deaths from fine-particle pollution, according to a study released Tuesday.

In closing COP26 remarks, Biden pitches his $1.75 trillion spending package
They show that meltwater run-off from the world's largest island ... ice sheet will contribute between about three and 23 centimetres to global sea-level rise by 2100," said study co-author ...

Extreme ice melting in Greenland intensifies
Back pain is both a widespread and costly problem: A 2020 study published in JAMA found ... But according to Long Island Spine Specialists, men who like cowboy boots, which can have a one to ...

Never Wear These 3 Kinds of Shoes If You Have Back Pain, Experts Warn
Known as glacial rock flour, the silt is crushed to nano-particles by the weight of the retreating ice sheet, which deposits roughly one billion tonnes of it on the world's largest island per year.
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